gives the number of maximum collisions of bit '1' elements in the array between any two code words. Many schemes have been proposed for the generation of 2-D OOCs [5 -13] . These schemes are capable of giving one or more than one set of matrix orthogonal codes with the size of each set less than the Johnson bounds. In this paper, a simple algorithm has been proposed to search the multiple sets of 2D OOC while achieving the upper bound in this process. We have used the already generated 1D OOC [1] for improving the efficiency.
II. REPRESENTATION OF MATRIX ORTHOGONAL CODES
A matrix orthogonal codes is a matrix   
One can observe that in this example for every column wise circular shifting of the code, WPR of code changes but DoPR remain same. Only circular shifting of DoPR ( ... ,
where N is number of columns in the binary matrix orthogonal code. 
Hence the auto-correlation constraint for the code X is 
Hence the cross-correlation constraint for the pair of codes X and Y will be 4 c   .
IV. FORMATION OF TWO DIMENSIONAL UNIPOLAR (OPTICAL) ORTHOGONAL CODES' SETS
Step 1: One dimensional unipolar (optical) orthogonal codes of length n = LN, weight 'w' with the maximum auto-correlation and cross-correlation constraint to be equal to 'w-1' are identified using the procedure given in proposed in [1] , [2] . 
Step 2: The conversion of one dimensional codes into the corresponding two dimensional (matrix) codes as follows.
(i) The one dimensional codes (in DoPR) is converted to corresponding WPR representations [1, 2] . The two dimensional unipolar (optical) orthogonal code (in DoPR) can be converted into binary matrix orthogonal code by converting it to two dimensional unipolar (optical) orthogonal code (in WPR).
Step 3: For every matrix orthogonal code formed after step 2, auto-correlation constraint of the every code can be calculated as in example III. Only the codes with desired auto-correlation constraint are selected.
Step 4: Using maximal clique [20] search methods [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] among the selected codes, set of 2D orthogonal codes are formed with desired cross-correlation and auto-correlation constraints.
In all the proposed schemes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the two-dimensional or matrix codes and their sets are very specific for matrix dimension 
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm is a general algorithm to generate all possible uni-polar two-dimensional or matrix pseudo orthogonal codes for a given matrix dimensions (L x N) and weight 'w'. This algorithm also gives the multiple sets of these matrix codes with maximum size given by Johnson bounds. Using the proposed method we have designed the sets of matrix orthogonal codes with number of row L=4, number of column N=3, weight of the code w=3, auto-correlation constraint and cross-correlation constraint less than equal to 2. The details of design process are given in appendix. This algorithm can be extended to design three dimensional as well as multi dimensional pseudo orthogonal codes as well as their multiple sets.
